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1 - Rush employment (6)
4 - Respected alumnus studied (6)
9 - Evil spirit uncovered loud noise with one 
escape artist (7)
10 - Abolish pleasure returning without unwell 
revolutionary youth leader (7)
11 - Bad smells found in Greek salad (5)
12 - Ring to be greyish-green (5)
14 - Have a good time kneading pastry, 
shunning society (5)
15 - Chicken going around yard with a dog like 
mammal (5)
17 - Awfully cheap fruit (5)
18 - Liaise somehow about right composer (7)
20 - Capital mixture of gases found in wealthy 
person introducing starter (7)
21 - Crush vegetable (6)
22 - Monster seen in disguise around half of 
Siam (6)

1 - Company baking around right military unit (6)
2 - Regret permit, say, for game (8)
3 - Record pieces regularly for long poems (5)
5 - Cry heard by rude person on reflection for court 
helper (7)
6 - Hairy creature until now found by Italy (4)
7 - Boy yawned strangely (6)
8 - Touch type to make a distinctive impression (11)
13 - Notorious credit notes about new relations (8)
14 - Lace underwear with mostly red rears (7)
15 - Expresses disapproval of his stews, oddly (6)
16 - Troop leader and busy place embracing king to 
flourish (6)
17 - First quiet frost (5)
19 - Outstanding example of university libraries, 
looking back (4)

Name

Address

Email

Send your completed entry to 

SEJ, 46 Moray Place, Edinburgh  
EH3 6BH by Friday 8th January 2021

The first all correct entry picked at random will 
win. Details of the winner, together with the 
solution to this month’s puzzle will be published 
in the next edition of the SEJ. Employees of the 
EIS and their families are not eligible to take 
part in this competition.
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1.Holiday Armadillo 2.Norway 3.Treat Every Day like Christmas 4.Bells 5.Moby Dick
6.Green 7.Michael Caine 8.(364) 9.Turkey 10.Rage Against The Machine


